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ARCANE RAISE - CURATOR PAGE

A complete waste of money if you purchase it separately (Complete Season gets it for free). Doesn't add nearly enough content
to justify the 5$ price-tag. Avoid this DLC at all costs, it's simply not worth it.

All you get is 4 copy-pasted stages from Resident Evil 6 with 3 difficulty levels (4x3=12 Missions).. A good short point
and click adventure game. Kids at 3 years? Not sure if the visuals would be enough for them to know which object to
click or figure out what item is needed to accomplish the objectives. But this is good for those looking for a quick
adventure game and get achievements.. Cursed Castilla is a very worthy successor to Ghosts & Goblins! It's much more
fair difficulty-wise, much more interesting story-wise, and fits perfectly into that era of video games with its art style.
If you're interested in a Ghosts & Goblines like game, look no further.. The deeper I went, the harder it got. Meanwhile
on my computer, the game spawned more turrets.. Phantom Jump ROCKS! Very challenging & unique with a TON of
play value! Highly recommended!. do nto buy, its dead.. If you like Castle Crashers, get this. Simple as that really.

It's a colourful, fun lane-based brawler, intuitive and not too easy nor too hard. Hope to see more playable characters
in the future!. This DLC does not work! The instructions dont work - If you have orbx Northern CA then dont buy!
looking forward to this and instead got junkware -

Update: this is Cielosim palo alto airport that from the screens looks good. It doesnt appear to be compatible with
ORBX northern california. It is FSX and people are jumping ship for other sims but I can say it does not work well
with orbx.

Doveetail support answered my request for support by closing the ticket after never (NEVER) sending me any
suggestions on how to fix. That really makes me want to skip flight sim world. If this is how you treat paying customers
you will shorlty find yourself economically hurt. You can do better dovetail.
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Good God what an adventure, there where Tears, Rage, Amazement, and Despair. i'll be honest my first impressions of this
game weren't very optimistic, i was intrigued during the opening area but at the same time figured it would be just another
walking simulator with some creepy pasta enemies that would chase me occasionally, what i got instead was a truly memorable
(if not a little frustrating) experience.

The best way to describe this game in my own opinion would be as a combination of Pac-Man meets Dark Souls, and it's clear
how you can feel some inspiration from the latter half. one huge uninterupted map with no loading screens, a "hub world" where
you go when you die. and any Light energy (souls) you were carrying will remain at your death spot to be recollected if you can
get back to it without dieing an additional time. heck the game even has Bonfires as Checkpoints.

But i'm really not sure if i could recommend this game to just about anyone... as i can easily understand why many people would
become bored of it quickly. but at the same time it truly is criminally underrated & unknown.

I do have quite a few conniptions about some of the design choices, there aren't enough tutorials to explain essential mechanics 
(finite light resource, perma death) there aren't enough bonfires to act as checkpoints leading to allot of backtracking, the
English translations for the story are a bit... butchered, The loading screen qoutes can be a bit unproffesional... (Tears of
Infants? what's that about?) And the difficulty of the end game zone cranks from a tepid 6/10 to an immediate 11/10. as the
game furthers that sudden spike with an even crueller addition if you want the "good" ending. but even with all the little
frustrations & nitpicks i can't help but say that this game is still an overwhelmingly great journey to have survived and passed
through.. If you can pick this up cheap then it is worth roughly 2-3 hours of clicky click. The find the hidden object parts are
pretty easy and it has a decent story but it ends with....To Be Continued.....

. I decided to check the Republican side and I gave a vote to Trump.

I still feel bad about it.. This is a fun RPG with some interesting elements. While you may notice right off the bat that some of
the design decisions are a bit lower quality than some games like Mass Effect or Fallout 3, this game is still fun nonetheless.
There are 9 classes all of which have unique abilities that actually feel powerful. The world is rather large, the monsters are
varied enough to keep things fun, and so on. If you're a RPG fan, and want something new to play, check this one out. At least
pick it up when it goes on sale if you aren't sure about it.. The game itself delivers on it's main selling point, being slaying orcs.
The biggest drawback however, is that the game glitches out during the final boss fight, forcing you to stay in the cutscene and
stopping at 3 graves. Players are unable to actually play the final boss fight and complete the game, which is quite bad.

I'd be all ears to hear if someone has managed to fix this issue or resolve it, or whether or not it's luck based on whether the
game glitches out for you. All in all i enjoyed the first few levels, but, the final boss glitch ruins this game for me.
. Very good route, but again, not worth the money. Why make it so short? Marseille to Avignon is a super short route. Can't they
extend it to Lyon: then it will be worth the money. And also, there are many TGV liveries which should be included in this:
Ouigo, Camelion colour.... Very enjoyable, would play again and will continue to play!. Don't waste your time reading reviews,
just get it already!. HORRIBLE game play!!!! Hand doesn't even click on the area you have selected. Had sherlock stuck in a
room for 15 minutes trying to get him to open the door and leave and couldn't. The angles are horrible, you walk to corners and
can't get out. If the game was created to irritate and anger you it does a very good job. I have played this game and the mystery
of the mummy. They both seem like bad knock offs of the classic Electronic Arts Sherlock Holmes games. I have purchased the
rest of the set from Frogwares I would hope that at least one will be worth the money spent....The jury is still out, moving to the
next game in the series.
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